274. Sadler Committee

committtee from Great Britain, during the industrialization, it exposed that children were being beaten in the factories;  House of Commons passed bill ruling that children younger than-- nine could not work in textile mills, twelve could work no more than nine hours a day, eighteen couldn't work more than twelve hours a day

275. Luddites

a term in reference to a fictional character "Ned Lud" brought about during the Industrialization; stayed in modern vocab: those who refuse to embrace new technologies

276. scientific socialism

an idea with the most significant strand in Karl Marx; began with socialism, started by Owen, Fourier, Saint-Simon-some workers belived that better wages/hours worked, but believed in complete overhaul for oppressive society

277. Karl Marx and Friederich Engels

Marx: a scientific socialist from German city Trier, (1818-1883); had radical views; he and colleague Friedrich Engels (1820-1895) organized Communist League: 1848 they wrote pamphlet The Communist Manifesto:explained the class struggle-- proletariat(workers) would eventually rebel against bourgeoisie, state would triumph but wither away from dominant proletariat population; also wrote Das Kapital: treatise on capitalism explaining the way capitalists extract profit from labor; 1864 organized "First National" a central medium to protect workers-- when it dissolved 1876, Engels organized Second Iternational, loose federation of world's socialist parties

278. Communist Manifesto: bourgeoisie and proletariat

pamphlet written by Marx and Engels: very influential political tract; explained that history was about class struggle (bourgeoisie and poor), capitalism brought new poor "proletariats"-- who would one day arise and supplant the capitlists who exploited them

279. First International

union-like organization, created by Marx 1864: central medium to protect workers, was dissolved 1876

280. Second International

loose federation of the world's socialist parties heavily influenced by Marxism; was created by Engels after 1876 dissolve of First: group met first time on July 14, 1889

281. Crimean War

war (Italy and Germany) mainly started from fear of Russia adventurism in the Balkans, (1854-1856); sought to create a nation-state that would unite all Italians or all Germans under one political banner-- shared either a common culture or had a fear of foreign domination

282. Florence Nightingale

man who revolutionized the nursing profession, (1820-1910); half million casualties during war died not from battlefield but from filthy field hospitals

283. Risorgimento

term for the architect of Italian unification: was Count Camillo di Cavour (1810-1861) chief ministor to king of Piedmont-Sardinia, was the one Italian state that had preserved liberal constitution: 

284. Victor Emmanuel

the King of Piedmont-Sardinia, Italy (r. 1849-1878); was the king of the one Italian state that had preserved liberal constitution since the year of revolutions: during the time when Pope authority was restored and reactionary policies were created

285. Count Camillo di Cavour

the minister for Piedmont- Sardinia, Italy (1810-1861); sought ways to strengthen state: entered in alliance with France by entering Crimean War on side of France and Britain; although participation was minimal: France then helped them win series of war against Austrians: ultimately plebiscites revolts in Austria led many to join with Sardinia

286. Giuseppe Mazzini

Early Italian Nationalist (185-1872); saw state-building in romanticized terms unlike practical late Count Cavour

287. Giuseppe Garibaldi

link to the old romantic tradition of Italian nationalism (180-1882) Italy; hoped to unify Italy-- encouraged by Cavour to go on mission (suicide) to Two Siciles: after success, wanted to march on Rome (blocked by Cavour--waited for popular revolt in papal states, then moved troops in)

288. Unification of Germany

unified in 1871, altered the balance of power in Europe owing to the great military and economic strength of newly unified nation: but reduced number of independent states

289. Otto von Bismarck

one of the most remarkable statesmen of nineteenth century, Prussia (growing more powerful than Austria), Germany (1815-1898); enforced tax collection for military budget (despite a refusal by parliament): modernized Prussian army-ultimately declared war on Austria, then cunningly made France declare war on Prussia, successfully defeated both: was able to bribe Germany to unify under Prussian leadership

290. William I (Wilhelm I)

ruler of Prussia (r. 1861-1888) who chose Bismarck as his Prime Minister; was in struggle against Austrian supremacy to German Confederation; with help of Bismarck ultimately became German Emperor

291. Schleswig-Holstein

after modernizing army, Bismarck, minister of Prussia, implemented foir stage: 1864 alliance with Austria against Denmark over disputed territories Schleswig and Holstein, succesful defeat led him to next stage: war with Austria

292. Seven Weeks War (with Austria)

1866 Bismarck secured alliance with Italy (which wanted to remove Austria from Italian lands) and nonparticipation from France; war against Austria declared- citing dispute over Holstein, success made next stage: war with France

293. North German Confederation

Bismarck treated Austria with leniency to keep them out of next stage of war with France: but annexed little German states in north formerly supported Austria-- convinced to join Prussia in "North German Confederation"

294. Ems Dispatch (Franco-Prussian War)

1870, Bismarck made France outward aggressor-- failed when tried to provoke through the King's kinsman taking vacant throne of Spain: successful with implying that Prussian king had insulted France; defeated French

295. Three Ways German Unification Changed direction of European History

1. New German state created bitter enemy of France
2. New economic power caused tension ith Britain: set rush to build colonial empires
3. All nations of Europe eventually sought to create overseas empires for political/economic interests

296. Kulturkampf

an attack by Bismark on the Catholic Church in Germany; Bismarck insisted on controlling church matters, Bismarck evetually backed away (but was fearful of internal cohesion- Socialists and Catholics)

297. Second French Empire (liberal empire)

Napoleon created "liberal empire," const. monarchy 1859 to end open displays of disenchantment with his reign (was ironic because caused by liberalization- easing censorship)- dissolved because:Franco-Prussian War

298. Geroges Haussmann

man who transformed Paris, France (1809-1891); cleared many slums of city and built wide avenues that have now become hallmark; cleaner, sanitary, aqueducts (fresh water) sewers (remove wast-- eliminated cholera)

299. Paris Commune

radical government, France, created out of the anarchy brought after Franco-Prussian war; restored order in Paris after winning armed struggles resulting ins massacre 

300. Third French Republic

created after dissolve of Second Empires, France; est 1875:consisted of two-house parliamentary, chamber of deputies, lower house-elected by univ. male suffrage, president: most durable of all French republics

301. Great Exhibition of 1851 and Crystal Palace

during time of great contentment, Great Britain; boasted many exhibitors displaying variety of British goods from industrialization; goods were accomodated by "Cyrstal Palace," for exhibit: (aesthetic bloom)

302. Benjamin Disraeli (which party?) and Reform Bill of 1867

Reform Bill 1832 was first in many steps in increased democracy in Britain; Prime Minister of Britain, Disraeli, Conservative (1804-1881) passed Second Reform Bill 1867 extending vote to urban heads of households 

303. William Gladstone (which party?)

Disraeli's rival/Prime Minister, Liberal, (1809-1898), Britain; 1884 extended vote further to heads of households in the countryside

304. Queen Victoria

queen of Britain (r. 1837-1901) saw deterioration in monarch power: also saw the new emergence of two political parties from the rivalries of Disraeli and Gladstone

305. Alexander II and Emancipation Act of 1861

tsar, Russia, (r. 1855-1881); recognized  greatest problems: 1861 issued proclamation freeing serfs: but former still paid, freed had poorest lands to farm; tentative reforms: zemstvos, legal system; assasinated 1881

306. zemstvos

direct assmeblies: introduced by Alexander II, Russia, mandateds to deal with local issues ie education and social services; dominated by the local gentry, not democratic

307. Austro-Hungarian Empire

Austria no longer strong in Germany; 1867 agreement with the Maygars in Hungary was made creating "Austrian-Hungarian" empire under Francis Joseph: attempted to regain influence in Balkan region-- disastrous consequence

308. Young Turks

group of liberal intellectuals, Ottoman Empire during its attempt to westernize: reform 1876 helped establish Ottoman state's constitutional monarchy; had to restore it again when Sultan scrapped to subjugate non-Muslims

309. Charles Darwin and Natural Selection

English Naturalist (1809-1882); first to offer an explanation for process of change; argued that members of species inherit traits that make them successful for survival; wrote The Origin of Species (1859): about natural selection, The Descent of Man (1871): humans were not exempt from this

310. Herbert Spencer and "Survival of the Fittest"

Follower of Darwin ideas, (1820-1903), first used the phrase "survival of the fittest" never uttered by Darwin: justify government's abandon of the poor

311. Social Darwinism

Idea that justified Europeans as superior to Africans and Asians and therefore should dominate them; nationalists used as justification for tensions between nations; heightened anti-semitism 

312. Second Industrial Revolution

middle of nineteenth century, during the underoing of dramatic economic expansion; had greater impact on human lives than initial stages of industrializaton

313. Henry Bessemer

an Englishman, (1813-1898); 1856 introduced a method that ecame known as the Bessemer Process that produced steel in far greater quantities without increased costs: era of this second half of century became "Age of steel"

314. 19th Century Transportation Changes

During the second half of the century:
1. Rail network expnded dramatically
2. 1869 French built Suez Canal (though gained control over by British)
3. Speedly clipper ships set records across the Atlantic
4. Trains and steamships able to trasport perishables (ice-making machines of 1870)
5. 1885 Karl Benz invented internal combustion engine powered by gasoline: would lead to automobiles
6. Wrights launched first successful airplane 1903, NC

315. 19th Century Communication and Education

Britain was first to establish a national postal system- users able to send a letter for a peeny: affordable
1. Deveopment of universal public education: more writing
2. 1830 telegraph invented: many telephone lines
3. 1876 Aleexander Graham Bell invented telephone
4. New entertainment: motion pictures first shown 1890, phonograph invented by Edison 1876

316. Alfed Nobel

Scientist/chemist, Swedish (1833-1896); invented dynamite, made it possible to blast tunnels through rock and remove hills in inconvenient spots (created a peace prize in his will: horrified by destructive uses of dynamite)

317. "Middle Class"

a recently new term from second half of ninenteenth century referring to group that did not exist in pre-idustrial world: was the exclusively manufacturers and merchants, later included lawyers, doctors, engineers, teachers, etc

318. "Victorian"

term refers to the priggish morality that the middle class obeyed in nineteenth century; sense of propriety greatly affected middle class women: precluded them from higher education

319. Edward Bernstein and Revisionist socialism

intellectal from Germany, (1850-1932); challenged some of Marx's basic ideas in Evolutionary Socialism (1898):capitalism was not about to collapse, too deeply rooted- must work from within the system for upheaval

320. Karl Kautsky

German Centrist, (1854-1938); held firm to Marx's "laws"; was harsh to revisionists; claimed proletarian revolution would not be a bloody affair but civilized process

321. Anarachism

political ideology fathered by Joseph Proudhon (1809-1865), who believed that true laws came from the nature of society; touted idea that bringing these laws should be goal of society, govern themselves without interference

322. Syllabus of Errors

a list including liberalism as an error of modern life; issued by Pius IX of Rome; caused by Revolution which forced Pius to flee, led to doctrine "papal infallibility"

323. Rerum novarum and Catholic social movement

an issue by Pope Leo XIII (r. 1878-1903), means "Of New Things" which addressed social issues: reafirmed right of priv property and bashed socialism; church had responsibility towards poor: led to Catholic Social mvmt 

324. Karl Lueger and Anti-Semitism

anti-Semitism word first used in 1879 from notion that Jews were distinctly foreign and not members of religious denomination: feelings grew with Depression of 1873
Karl Lueger (1844-1928), governor of Vienna, was elected on openly anti-Semitic platform

325. Zionism

an idea that advocated a Jewish homeland in order for Jews to live in peace; started by Theodore Heerzl, who argued that Jews must have own state and begin world orginization; first Zionist Congress meeting in Switzerland 1897

326. "Cult of Domesticity"

during the Victorian era, idealization of household and female's place within it; family no longer working unit-- separate spheres for males and females: women were homemakers, submissive, pure/pious, motheres

327. Suffragists

women who worked peacefully for the vote; during nineteenth century, described themselves as "feminists": split on issue of wanting vote or improved social conditions

328. Emmeline Pankhurst
(1858-1928) the creator of the Women's Social and Political Union, which overshadowed the suffragists: she and followers pursued militant campaign of: public speakers, breaking church windows, committing arson

329. Emergence of Social Sciences
(anthropology, sociology, archeology)

anthropology- general studies of human societies, cultures and human developemtn
sociology-study of origins, organizations, institutions, and the development of human society
archeology-systemmatic study of past human life and culture by examination of remaining material evidence
new interest in history emerged at turn of century: became a modern academic discipline, historians turned to original sources, challenged sources/texts of their day

330. Romanticism 

 rejection of what "cold rationalism"; began in second half of eighteenth century; placed value on emotion/feeling

331. Wolfgang von Goethe

most important of early Romantic writers; (1749-1832); wrote Sorrows of Young Werthe, novel where Werthe commits suicide because of his unreturned love; was the greatest figure of the Storm and Stress generation of German Romantic writers of 1770s and 1780s

332. William Wordsworth and Coleridge

Romantic poets, England; Wordsworht (1770-185) and Coleridge (1772-1834) jointly wrote Lyrical Ballads: ignored rules of punctuation; showed break from traditional styles

333. Sir Walter Scott and Victor Hugo

artists during the Romantic period: Scott (1771-1832) Hugo (1802-1885); were fascinated with the Middle Ages; their glorfication of medieval past invented popular image of Middle Ages- influenced gothic style

334. Percy Bysshe Shelley

a Romantic poet, English, (1792-1827); rebelled against conservative values found in his country; wrote Promethus Unboud, lyrical drama, protagonist challenges established order against gods; Mask of Anarchy: political protest after Peterloo massacre

335. Lord Byron

also known as George Gordon, (1788-1824); challenged political status quo, ended up dying in Greece fighting rebellion against Ottoman Turks

336. George Sand

a pen name for Amandine-Aurore Dupine (1804-1892), writer, challenged endemic oppresion that weighed down women; involved in famous affair with Chopin; like man

337. Beethoven, Schubert, Berlioz

Beethoven (1770-1827) began to write compositions that broke with earlier classical forms: first composer to earn living directly with proceeds from compositions and performances
Schubert (1797-1828) invented the lied, art song, involves solo voice performing melody to piano
Berlioz (1803-1869) wrote first pieces to tell a story without singers/text: ie Goethe's Faust

338. Chopin, Liszt, Verdi

musicians who used traditional oral tales/folksongs in composition: Chopin (1810-1849) influenced by Polish peasant music; Liszt (1811-1886) wrote based on traditional gypsy music; Verdi (1813-1901) leading operatic composer of Romantic movement: wrote "Carmen" about young soldier finding love with ruthless gypsy

339. Realists and Realism

artists who sought to paint the world around them without any illusions, realism- movement, inspired partly by 1848 upheaval Gustave Courbet who rejected Romantic focus; 

340. Charles Dickens

novelist, realist, (1812-1870); used brief experience in blacking factor to critique industiral society; wrote Hard Times:novel about working-class hardships

341. Impressionists

artists who used techniques of Edouard Manet-- high emphasis on light/colors; word came from 1874 critic blast of Claude Monet's work Impression:Sunrise; was revolutionary; more outdoors art (canvas, portable tubes)

342. (Post Impressionists) Cezanne and Van Gogh

Cezanne (1839-1906) artist: challenged traditional perspective, composition, color; father of "modern art"; used geometry (shapes) to depict nature
Van Gogh, from Holland; (1853-1890) influenced 20th century expressionists who sought to put deep emotion on canvas; drew The Potato Eaters: sensitivity to the poor; famous for emotionally intense landscapes done in France

343. Marie Curie, Max Planck, Albert Einstein

Marie Curie worked on radioactivity and in 1910 four years after husband's death, she isolated radium
Max Planck, revolutionized science, 1901 devised theory that energy was delivered in discrete units, quanta-- undermined Newon's physics work
Albert Einstein, further undermined Newton's work: special theory of relativity: space,time,mvmt in observer view

344. Friedrich Neitzsche

a philosopher, began to question/reject ideas of 18th century Enlightenment; wrote Thus Spake Zarathustra: necessary to break free from traditional morality, "God is dead,"; religion was center of western civ. he despised

345. Sigmund Freud

father of psychoanalysis; used science and proposed methods to treat mental disorders by looking into subconscious;wrote Interpretation of Dreams: believed that dreams revealed inner workings of subconscious world and devised a list of Freuidian symbols; in Civilization and its Discontents: pessimistic, questioned premise of continuous progress- violence lies at core of the being

346. Edvard Munch

painter, created The Scream, sought to reveal the emotions rather than portray the way things looked on surface

347. Gustave Klimpt

artist, from Vienna, center of avant-garde movement; rejected values of mass society and wanted to shock: vibrant color, strange images, unfamiliar styles

348. Pablo Picasso

most revolutionary artist of age; created Les Demoiselles d'Avignon (1907); broke from single-point perspective from west (had been around since Italian Renaissance)

349. New Imperialism

a period of rapid/expansive conquest of colonies by Euro nations; 1880s; seperate from earlier periods of conquest, denote fundamental ways regions were influenced by Euro

350. Rudyard Kipling

writer, (1865-1936); wrote famous poem The White Man's Burden: elemeent of noblesse oblige-- white men have moral obligation to "serve ... captives' need."

351. Berlin Conference

called 1884-1885 in order to deal with the control of the Congo; also stated the imperialist nations were to "care for the Africans"; set rules for colony establishment

352. Belgian Congo

where the most horrific example of colonial exploitation took place; King Leopold II(r. 1876-1909) est colony in East Africa, millions were enslaved, maimed, killed, for profit

353. Moroccan Crises (1905, 1911)

situations that almost arose in a war between France and Germany-- because of competiton/desire to expand overseas to establish colonies: one of problem lead to WWI

354. Unionists vs. Nationalists (Ireland)

problem in Ireland with British dominance; Nationalists wanted independence, Unionists wanted to stay a part of Britain

355. Dreyus Affair

crisis in Third Republic France, 1894; Jew officer was accused of "telling secrets to Germans"; revealed French anti-Sem., public dislike of Repub, question of church role

356. Russo-Japanese War

war in 1904; revealed bankruptcy of Russian state: led to a revolution which created Duma (parliament) but over the years the Tsarist regime was recovered

357. Nicholas II and the Duma

Nicholas II was the Tsar of Russia during the 1900s, agreed to rule with Duma, a parliament created in revolution following 1904 Russo-Japanese war; tsar regime returned

358. "Magyarization"

occurred Austria-Hungary: mandatory dominance of Magyar language/culture (nationality problems); met with hostility-majority Hungarian population; union demise soon

359. Wilhelm II

was Kaiser of Germany (r. 1888-1918); although Bismark, ex-minister, created Dual Alliance to keep eye on Russians, German misstep in diplomacy 1892 caused Russians to join French in treaty; 1904 British signed treaty in "Entente Cordiale" France, then with Russia; (Germany surrounded)

360. Dual Alliance

created by Bismark, for Germany, during his minister-ship to Wilhelm II; was a mutual defense treaty with Austrian-Hungarians, formed to keep eye on the Russians

361. entente cordiale (Triple Entente)

1904 treaty signed by Great Britain with France in resolving certain colonial issues; three years later saw another signing with Russians-- furthered German fear

362. Archduke Franz Ferdinand

heir-presumptive to the Austrian Hungarian thrones; was murdered June 28, 1914, Sarjevo, Bosnia-- by Bosnian Serb who wanted to see Bosnia become part of Serbia: Gavrilo Princip aided by Black Hand (tied with Serb officials)-- lead Austria to force war with Serbia

363. Gavrilo Princip

assasin of Archduke, from Serbia, (1895-1914); aided by Black Hand, wanted Bosnia to become part of Serbia; ultimately lead Austria to force Serbia to war July 28, 1914

364. Reasons why WWI was not a short war

1. rise of new weapons favoring soldiers on defensive (created eventual stalemate on western front)
2. introduction of airplanes made war a more defensive affair: spot enemy positions- hard to stage surprises
3. economic expansion, industrial strength, national wealth allowed participants to stay in war much longer

365. Schlieffen Plan

plan by Germans for WWI; included rapid advance to France, then Russia: required invansion of Belgium, a neutral nation since 1830- caused Britain to join on side of Russia and France

366. Invasion of Belgium

invasion by Germans for Schlieffen Plan; Germans broke promise of 1830 Belgium neutrality-- caused Britain to enter war on side of France and Russia: cost German time

367. Battle of the Marne and trench Warfare

Battle Marne between German and French army: a counterattack by France when Germany invaded France; both sides would hold unchanging positions for three years
war was fought with networks of ditches: trench warfare-- but long stalemate: sometimes sent soldier up to stage assault--useless: barbed wire, artillery ineffective

368. poison gas

began in early 1915; although gas masks were introduced, still showed that war was becoming inhumane affair

369. Winston Churchill and Gallipoli

First Lord of the Admiralty for Britain during WWI, (1874-1965); organized plan which almost obliterated his career: knock out Turks so British could send Russians supplies
British landed on Gallipoli: attack failed, British withdrew;
became Prime Minister after Chamberlain, WWII, motivated Britain not to withdraw from the war

370. General Phillipe Petain

general of French army (1856-1951) leader during spirited defense against Germans to defend their Verdun Fortress; both sides paid fatalities- one of the most costly battles

371. Lusitania

British passenger ship, sunk by German U-boat in May 1915; stirred anger in US--after Germany broke neutrality promise US went into war against Germany:ultimately led to defeat

372. U-boats

German submarine, sunk the Lusitania British Passenger ship on May 1915, which lead to tensions that caused US to go to war and help defeat Germany

373. Woodrow Wilson

President of America, (1856-1924); created Fourteen Points with which the Germany armistice would be based on: sought to alleviate tension-- maintain free trade/end secret negotiations

374. Fourteen Points

Idealistic document created by Woodrow Wilson near end of WWI, American President; sought to reduce tensions by mantaining free trade/ending secret negotiations

375. total war

means war that completely mobilizes society at large; no segment of the population within any nation can avoid its impact: will occur again in WWII

376. Social impact of WWI (planned economies, propaganda, suffragettes)

war increased government role: economy was regulated for war- price control, strike ban, rationing, use of resource, pub hours; propaganda- means manipulation of public opinion by government: censorship, create films/posters to boost morale; brought about greater emancipation for women: suffragettes

377. Treaty of Versailles

first/most famous peace conference for WWI, Paris, June 28, 1919, Hall of Mirrors: completely put Germany to blame- Article 231- had to pay huge reparation and return Alsace-Lorraine to France, limited army/navy; included French occupation,

378. League of Nations

Wilson wanted Fourteen Points- self determination, League of Nations which could settle disputes between nations; was conciliatory, America did not suffer France/Britain's loss

379. Georges Clemenceau

Clemenceau was French Premier (1841-1929)- wanted to satisfy French public: ensure Germany would never be a threat, France suffered terrible loss; 

380. David Lloyd George

 Lloyd-George was British Prime Minister (1863-1945)- also wanted German punishment but was not as intransigent as Clemenceau;

381. war guilt clause (Article 231)

article in the final treaty, assigned all responsibility of war to Germans and allies: Germany required to pay huge reparation to Entente powers

382. Reparations

money paid by Germans, taking full responsibility for the war; included in Article 231; payment of 132 billion gold to Ententes

383. Empress Alexandra and Gregory Rasputin

Empress of Russia who took the place of Nicholas II when he left to personally command his army during WWI; was under the influence of monk Rasputin (1872-1916) who encouraged her to place his incompetent friends in critical state offices

384. March Revolution of 1917

first revolution that occurred in Russia in 1917; occurred when capital city St. Petersburg collapsed- population grappled with food shortage and soldiers joined in strike: cause tsar to abdicate March 14, Provisional Government took authority

385. Provisional Government

a new goverment that took authority on March 14 after abdication of the  Russian tsar; made up of Duma members, was provisional because it only exist to est constituent body

386. Mensheviks and Bolsheviks

parts of soviet group made up of assorted Russian socialists, (many soviets were forming) during the revolution of 1905; majority Menshevik (supported provision/gradual change), minority were extreme Bolsheviks (communists)

387. Vladimir Lenin

man who split Russian socialism into assorted factions back in 1903, (1870-1924); insisted that small party of professional revolutionaries could seize power for working class- Bolsheviks

388. Leon Trotsky

lead Bolsheviks in Nov Revolution: took over key Russian cities and collapsed Prov Gov, (1870-194), was able to do so with the increased strength/number of Bolsheviks gathered by Lenin

389. November Revolution of 1917

Lenin decided, as unrest in Russia continued, to order the Bolsheviks to take over key positions in the city on November 9, 1917; little violence- provisional gov simply collapsed

390. Treaty of Brest-Litovsk

treaty removing Russia from the war with Germany; signed by the end of 1917, was exceedingly harsh and involved German confiscation of huge tracts of Russian land; did not happen

391. Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemborg

radical Marxists that led a rebellion in Germany that was put down by Friedrich Ebert, mod socialist and first pres. of the Weimar Republic, who wanted to secure the republican regime

392. inflation

means a general increase in prices; post-war Germany suffered terrible inflation when government was rapidly printing money to pay reparations debt; short-term economy recovery

393. Locarno Agreement

an agreement signed by Germany and France; a part of 1925 German attempt to rebuild relations; Germany accept border between France and Germany, withdrawal of French troops, Germany entered League of Nations

394. Communists

a name adopted by the Bolshevik Party in 1919; led by Lenin, worked to solidify power over Russian state; would fought against the "White" forces for three years

395. Reds vs. Whites

the Red forces were Communists, whites were anticommunists and monarchists/republicans; Civil War occured: White "supported" by Britain/America, so Lenin and Trotsky launced "Red Terror"; 1920 Communists defeated Whites and est rule

396. Third International (Comintern)

was founded by Russian Communists 1919: supposed to aid in the cause of revolution, Lenin's regime was repressive; led split between Coommunist parties and original socialites; split led to the eventual rise of the Nazis

397. New Economic Policy

a new policy created by Lenin in place of the "war communism"; placed the "heights of industry" in goverment hands: also allowed significant scope for private enterprise (economy saw quick recovery)

398. Nicolai Burkharin

major opponent in debate against Trotsky; Russia, (1888-1938); the "Right Opposition leader"; advocated continuing the NEP and building communism within the state (instead of out)

399. Joseph Stalin

new leader of Russia succeeding Lenin; (1879-1953), Georgian; wanted to est power within Soviet system: worked with Bukharin to oust Trotsky, then ousted Burkharin; used brutality: many executed (decimated the "Old Bolsheviks")

400. Old Bolsheviks and show trials

in 1936, Stalin launche series of show trials in which his former opponents were tortured until they confessed to crimes against state: goal was to decimate the "Old Bolsheviks"

401. Five-year Plan

a plan implemented by Stalin, 1928, to achieve goal of Russia industrialization; was an adopted policy of the Left Opposition

402. Collectivization and the kulaks

was a way in which Stalin planned to collect money to industrialize:forced "collectivization" of Russian agriculture; state waged war on "kulaks"-wealthy peasants- shot those who didn't join collective farm, many died of starvation

403. Great Depression 

a worldwide depression starting 1931, was caused by contraction of availabe credit brought on by collapse of american stock market, (America loaned money which Germany loaned out at higher interest); collapse fo Vienna's bank, Cred-Anstalt, (domni effect); Britain went off gold standard; govs raised tarriff barriers, worsening situation

404. Stock Market Crash 1929

was the collapse of American stock market, 1929; America loaned to Germany who loaned out at higher interest; caused governments to cut expenditures--> Great Depression

405. Credit-Anstalt

was one of the most powerful Vienna banks; had collapsed on May 1931 and created a domino effect sending banks throughout Germany and Eastern Europe to fail

406. Gold Standard

was the exchange of pound notes for gold; British gov took its nation off the gold standard, which deepened economic crisis: led to a contraction of available money

407. John Maynard Keynes

(1883-1946); was a "singular voice of dissent" when govs were tightening money supply during depression;argued that nations must increase expenditures (ie public works)to get economy up

408. Franklin Roosevelt

an elected president of the US during the Great Depression; proposed the New Deal to solve economic problem

409. New Deal

project created by FDR, US president, to deal with the Great Depression; a reform that brought about many social programs for the common people such as social security, 

410.Fascism

occured in Italy and Germany; word comes from fasces, a reference to small bundle of sticks Romans carried for authority/community-- fascists goal: destroy individuality and push for common community; not tied to international identity (not communism); had strong leader; was antagonistic to democracy, socialism, modern notions 

411. Benito Mussolini (II Duce)

(1883-1945) the fascist leader of Italy;created party;fought leftists and demanded cabinet posts to gain power: banned non-fascist activity; signed Lateran Pact with papacy; attempted corporatism-workers dealt problems with employers

412. Paul von Hindenburg

president of Germany during Weimar Republic's last years (1847-1934); a dedicated monarchist, installed a more authoritarian government after resignation of the Socialist Chancellor: selected Heinrich Bruning

413. Reichstag

was the parliament in Germany; because of Bruning's economic programs increased political opposition by left and right: in the end two extreme parties emerged- Communists and Nazis, with Nazis eventually holding majorit of the seats

414. Adolf Hitler (der Fuhrer)

(1889-1945), chancellor 1933 then dictator of Germany; immediately consolidated his powers by Enabling Act: created Fuhrer, a consolidation of chancellor and president; got complete loyalty of the SA army; sped Nazi unification; wrote Mein Kampf which outlined his extremist political views

415. National Socialist German Workers Party (Nazis)

a group originaly clled the German Workers Party, which Hitler joined in 1919; they launched the Beer Hall Putsch in Munich, which failed and brought Hitler to prison where he wrote Mein Kampf; Hitler realized he had to use existing structure- Nazis

416. Beer Hall Putsch

a revolutionary revolt led by Hitler with the German Workers Party in Munich 1923; supposed to seize power but the "stage for revolt" was a failure that put Hitler in prison

417. Mein Kampf

means "My Struggles," written by Hitler during time in prison after failed revolt; outlines his extremist views with desire, shared by assorted Germans, to overturn Versailles treaty

418. Enabling Act

act that was pursued by Hitler: gave the Nazis emergency powers to govern the state and combined the authority of the chancellor and president into one: the Fuhrer; would eliminate virutally all human rights

419. Joseph Goebbels and Propaganda

leader of the Ministry of Propaganda, (1897-1945); supposed to create support  for Nazification of Germany; 

420. Hitler Youth

one of the propaganda programs aimed at youths to help the Nazi "cause"; was established to indoctrinate the young 

421. Labour Party (Britain)

an emerged party of significant change during Britain's relatively stagnant political atmosphere; voiced the concerns of the working man (became second-largest political party)

422. Popular Front (France)

a front formed by a number of partiws on the center and left;was to block the possibility of fascist victory in France as it had in Germany; (caused by the post war right-wing riots)

423. Leon Blum

selected Socialist Party leader to Prime Minister of France; (proved the popular front victory) with the new government worked to solve some labor issues, which put through the Matignon Agreement, benefitted workers

424. Spanish Civil War

civil war in Spain when, in 1936, a Popular Front coalition against Spanish fascists won narrow victory and didn't maintain order quickly enough once in government that the far right staged a coup to overturn the government-- without help of Britain/France and by taking on Communist support, Nationalists triumphed over the Republic

425. General Francisco Franco

(1892-1975), leader of a group of army officers-took control of large parts of Spain in summer 1936; caused Germany and Italy to support nationalists (wanted to test arms); on the winning side of the civil war- nationalists

426. Pablo Picasso

arist, painted masterpiece, Guernica, in response to the horrible German/Italian bombings on market day- Guernica was not a military target, but it was bombed to instill fear in repubs;

427. Rearmament and Remilitarization of the Rhineland

to overturn Versailles Treaty, Hitler openly rearmed Germany 1935: when France and Britain didn't respond, he also remilitarized the Rhineland; convinced him dem. is weak

428. Anschluss

means absorption of Austria into the larger German Reich;March 1938 the German troops moved into Vienna, Hitler was welcomed by majority- attacked Jews to celebrate

429. Sudenten Germans

a large group of people from the western part of Czech; were particularly hostile with the state, which was dealing with nationality problems; when it was invaded by Hitler, neither France nor Soviet Union helped-- despite promises

430. Rome-Berlin Axis

was the German-Italian alliance; between Mussolini and Hitler; Chamberlain, British Prime Minister, was worried when this, the Rhineland occupation, and the olympics propaganda occured-- disliked the Nazi brutality

431. Appeasement and the Munich Agreement

this step was taken because Chamberlain knew that Britain could not fully rearm against Italy and Germay; in the Appeasement Italy's annexation of Ethiopa was recognized; did nothing when Hitler annexed Austria; 
when threat to Czech came, summit was called and the Munich Agreement signed: transfered all Sudenten land to Germany, Hitler must respect Czech (ignored one year later)

432. Neville Chamberlain

British Prime Minister starting 1937, (1869-1940); head of a conservative government; tried to bring peace with the Appeasement, attempted to settle Czech problem in Munich Agreement;hoped to remove spectre of war from Europe

433. Soviet-German nonagression pact

treaty between Communist Soviet with Germany; initially Soviets offered alliance to France and Britain during Poland's annexation threat; when there seemed to be no response, (didn't trust), Soviets aligned with Germany in nonagression Aug 22, 1939: seized back lands Russia lost in WWI

434. Blitzkrieg

warfare used by the Germans that involved swift attacks using tanks and other mobile units, supported by warplanes; this attack on Poland (Sept 1, 1939) started WWII: Polish routed, Allies defensive

435. Phony war

During the winter of 1939-1940 when no warfare occured; came to an end in April 1940 when Germans attacked Norway and Denmark to secure iron ore supplies

436. Maginot Line and Dunkirk

Maignot Line-large wall built by French:"impregnable" defense; Germans simply went around through Belgian frontier; seeing this, British made heroic retreat from Belgian beach Dunkirk: every available ship was used to take army home

437.Vichy France

regime/new gov under leadership of Petain (after fall of France in WWII), a defeatist; brought an end to the Third Republic, which was blamed for France's defeat; 

438. Charles de Gaulle

(1890-1970); charismatic French general; issued a call for French forces to form new French army; labeled a traitor by Vichy, but his French force flourished: called Maquis, who fought both German and Vichy state (now worked together)

439. Battle of Britain

battle that Britain ultimately won; caused Hitler to drop plans to invade Britain Sept 1940; German airforce Luftwaffe had quantity, but Britain had quality; German airforce lead by imcompetent drug addict who directed Luftwaffe to attack British cities after British planes bombed Berlin-- but this gave the Royal Air Force time to recover after air base raids

440. Nuremberg Laws

laws imposed by the Nazis; deprived Jews of citizenship and forced them to wear Star of David whenever they left their homes; forbode relationships between Jews and gentiles: 

441. Kristallnacht

means "night of broken glass" for the sounds heard on November 9, 1938; Nazis went to Jewish stores and homes- wanted to eliminate Jews: death, concentration camps

442. "Final Solution"

organized by Hitler to deal with large numbers of Jews from conquered territories; by 1941, a million Jews were slaughtered and a new plan was being made to make this "more efficient"

443. Auschwitz

camp organized by Nazis, one of many in a system in Poland; notorious extermination camp; prisoners (Jews, Gypsies, homos., Jehovahns, Russian prisoners, Communists, etc) subjected to sorting, rest went to die in gas chambers

444. Holocaust

the slaughter of 6 million Jews by Nazis during WWII, with many occuring in Poland because of its camp systems; was a genocide;

445. Erwin Rommel and El Alamein

was one of the best German officers, (1891-1944); theatered in the war supporting Italy against British in Egypt; Battle of El Alamein, Nov 1942, British army pushed them back to Tunisia

456. D-Day

an invasion staged by the Allies June 6, 1944; landing of Allied forces in Europe and the Russian counterattack following siege of Leningrad marked the beginning of the end of Nazi Germany

457. Numbemberg Trial

trial of 1946, applied the new legal concept "crimes against humanity" to the defendants; trials were held for leading industrialists, military commanders, judges, those involved in Final Solution- finished with the June 1946 deNazification

458. Atlantic Charter

put forth in 1941 by President Roosevelt, advocated the establishment of international organization to replace League of Nations; ensured US participation by basing it in New York

459. United Nations

proposed by the Atlantic Charter, delegates from 50 nations met in San Francisco to formally create it; was ratified in July 1945 by the US senate, agreeing never to be isolationist again

460. Cold War

means: a time of political tension (1945-1989) when US and Soviets took up an arms race; there was cooperation, but mistrust determined relationship between Soviet and west allies

461.Yalta Conference

a conference of the "Big Three" on future of post-war Germay; agreed to temporarily divide Germany into four zones with an Allied Control Council to make joint decisions; ultimately Germany became a Coldwar showcase for rival ideologies

462.George Kennan, "long telegram" and Containment

an official in the State Department, influenced American policy; in 1947 wrote the Long Telegram: indicated that in relationship with Soviets, we were dealing with a state that viewed us as ideological enemy; became architect of the policy of Containment:needed to contain Russian expansion

463. Truman Doctrine

Doctrine before US congress on March 12, 1947; stated "it must be.. policy... to support free peoples ... resisting ... subjugation..."; asked for money to give to Greece/Turkey: meant to contain Communist insurgency

464. NATO

is the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, organization of countries formed in 1949 to counter threat of millions of Soviet Soldiers; rejected warning in Washington's farewell address

465. iron curtain

a word used by Churchill in famous speech at Westminster College; described the the Soviet control over Eastern Europe; revealed growing concern of Soviet domination

466. Poland, Soviet Communism, and Katyn

Stalin continued plans on est Communist Poland; promised to have anticommunists based in London, had an election of intimidation-- brought multiparty to end; used force to maintain communism: murdered Polish officers in Katyn

467. Marshall Plan

US program to assist in Euro economic recovery after WWII; caused Stalin to push for tighter control in countries because he saw this as threat to his influence: used "salami" tactics of intimidation/false plots: remove enemy

468. Yugoslavia and Marshal (Josip) Tito

Yugo was major exception to Soviet Control; Tito was the leader of Communists during Yugo's civil war-- he triumphed, but because of Stalin's distrust/lack of control here, a formal break took place 1949; indep, but ruled brutal

469. Aspects of Decolonization

Began in August 15, 1947, when India declared independence from British; same year they withdrew from Palestine and left UN to partition Palestine to Jews and Arabs; Suez Canal was successfully nationalized-Soviet/US demand; also decolonizd other countries after

470. Organization for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC)

first stage in realm of unity/cooperation; would have task of handling moeny provided by US through Marhsall plan; lowered tarriffs and eliminated trade barriers

471. European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC)

created 1951, combined and administered steel and coal resources; provideded future models for unity: supernat assembly guide, court of justice, direct income for Community(taxes); renamed "European Parliament" in 1962

472. European Economic Community (EEC)

more commonly known as Common Market, was est in Treaty of Rome 1957 by original members of the ECSC; lifted trade restrictions, in 1986 allowed free movement

473. Maastricht Treaty/ European Union

Maastricht Treaty 1992 led to est of a common currency: Euro- circulated 2002; also intro new areas of cooperation, ie defense, justice, environmental affairs: changed to EU

474. Clement Attlee and Labour Party

post-war period, replaced Winston Churchill as Prime Minister of Britain; leader of the Labour Party; greatest political upset in electoral history

475. England's National Health Service

program created by victorious (1945) Labour Party; provided for a comphrehensive system of free health care; began the est of social welfare programs

476. Bloody Sunday and Irish Republican Army

situation in Northern Ireland on Jan 30, 1972, when British soldiers fired on civil rights marchers; led to renewed surge of violence by Irish Repub Army opposing Brit

477. Margaret Thatcher

Britain's first female prime minister (1979), Conservative Party; was a "conviction politician" (not consensus); had tight control over money supply to reduce inflation, sharp cuts in public spending, tax cuts (particularly on wealthier)

478. Fourth Republic of France

newly established republic in France; transformed French political life in more positive manner, granted women votes; grappled colonial problems, ended in 1958 (Algerian crisis)

479. Fifth Republic of France

created in 1958 by de Gaulle--needed stronger presidency; elected by plebiscite because of fears of military coup; wanted to restore France as lead nation, vetoed Britain's attempt to enter Common Market 1962, refused to sign Limited Test Ban Treaty, exploded first H bomb in 1962

480. France's independent foreign policy in 1960s

an act under de Gaulle's lead to both prevent another Republic ruination and to make France take lead role; withdrew from NATO 1966 and recognized Commu China

481. France's 1968 Student Revolts

revolt brought by young over sterile course of French life: anger over clasrooms, labs, libraries; forged alliance in May with workers- then demanded for throrough reordering of French society: caused deGaulle to resign next year

482. Francois Mitterand

moderate Socialist Pres. of France, broke the Gaullist Party leadership in electoral victory of 1981; focused on social reform programs and reducing unemployment, retired 1995

483. Italy's Christian Democrats and Communists

became a party of government in the newly est republic of Italy in 1946; dominated political life until 1990s; Communists remained significant opposition party b/c Antonio Gramsci

484. Berlin Blockade and Airlift

Blockade was when Stalin completely cut off the city from the west- as US/Britain had intro a new currency into their occupation zones without Stalin's approval; in reponse the airlift was launched- sending supplies by air- came to an end in May 1949: Stalin lifted blockade w/ no preconditions

485. Federal Republic of Germany and Germany Democratic Republic

FRG: combined zones of US, Britain, France, with the city of Bonn as its capital; chance seized b/c succesful airlift;
Soviet union responded and declared GDR in eastern Germany; possible reunification was suggested-- offer rejected and W. Germ entered NATO in 1955

486. Berlin Wall

concreted barrier between East and West Berlin put up beginning August 13, 1961; East German Communists felt too many elite educated were leaving; was beneficial-- resolved constant cises over Berlin: now divided

487. Konrad Adenauer (Christian Democratic Union)

chancellor of FRG 1949-1963, head of Christian Dem Union; attempted to address crimes committed by Germans during Nazi period- paid compensation to Jews of Holocaust and Israel; ushered in period of economic growth "miracle"

488. Willy Brandt (Social Democrats)

first Socialist that led German government since 1930, was head of Social Democrats; reached out to Soviets "Ostpolitik" led to signing of treaties and recog. East Germ; 

489. Ostpolitik

policy of contact Brandt wanted with the Soviets: led to the signing of treaties with the Soviet Union, Poland, Czech, provided de facto recog. of East German state

490. Helmut Schmidt (Social Democrat)

Brandt's successor as Chancellor of FRG; despite economic problems from oil crisis 1973, still lead Social Dems to victory 1976; 

491. Helmut Kohl (Christian Democratic Union)

helped CDU see electoral comeback (1980s was time of conservative politics), became new Chancellor of FRG; brought German reunification in 1990

492. Warsaw Pact and COMENCON

Warsaw Pact was created by Soviet 1955 to est military ties with its satellite states (est system in Eastern Europe); COMENCON was to link their economies-- made tension

493. Nikita Khrushchev and de-Stalinization

winner of the power struggle after Stalin's death; (1894-1971); reversed previous regime; attacked crimes of Stalin and supported Marxist-Leninism (liberalization); exp tensions with shoot-down of U-2 American spyplane and Cuban Missile Crisis but avoided nuclear war

494. Prague Spring

a 1968 reform movement in Czech when they saw a backwards movement with Brezhnev's succession; goal: to bring about more humanistic socialism within limits

495. Brezhnev Doctrine

a declaration that Soviet would support at its disposal any est communist state in East. Europe threatened by internal strife; caused by "threat to Warsaw Pact" at Prague Spring

496. Solidarity and Lech Walesa

Lech Walesa, electrician in Poland, led massive strike in Gdansk- workers demanded right to form indep. trade union; group called "Solidarity"; forced negotiation with gov resulting in multiparties that defeated Commies in election

497. Mikhail Gorbachev

reform-minded new Kremlin of Soviet (b.1931); opposed Brezhnev Doctrine, saw 1989 collapses of Communist regimes, reunification of Germany, destroyed Berlin Wall

498. Chernobyl

site of a nuclear accident; during times satellite states underwent completely political transformation, this revealed deplorable state of affairs within the Soviet Union

499. glasnost

means openness in debate; Gorbachev aceepted this in order to limit the extent of change in satellite states; also accepted perestroika 

500. perestroika

means an economic restructuring of the state; events went out of Gorbachev's control in 1990: was forced to have non-Commie parties, and Nationalist mvmts came up

501. Boris Yeltsin

(b 1931) rival of Gorbachev; chairman of Russian Parliament, part of reason for collapse of Soviet Union; tried to stage a coup against Gorbachev- failed

502. Slobodan Milosevic and Ethnic Cleansing

Milosevic was the Yugo President, carried out "ethnic cleansing"- forced removal/execution of Muslims in certain regions- because Bosnia's Serbs refused to become part of Bosnia, where they would be minorities

503. Dayton Accords of 1995

American accord that provided for a precarious peace for a time: was a response to terrible Serb shelling of Bosnian capital of Sarejevo (last greatest atrocity of century)

